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Content Summary – Walking in Two Worlds 

Part 1 

• Introduction to the story of the Ngarrindjeri Anzacs  

• Archival news footage from 2015 with the voice of Ngarrindjeri elder Aunty Dr Doreen Kartinyeri 

• Description of the beautiful Coorong, the sacred ancestral land of the Ngarrindjeri. 

• Aunty Doreen Kartinyeri explains how her mother’s two brothers Cyril and Rufus Rigney enlisted 

to fight in WW1, what they were like, and her understanding of why they enlisted. 

• 2005 ANZAC Day ceremony at the Coorong where soil from Rufus’s grave in Belgium was taken 

to the water’s edge. 

• Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander men enlisted to fight in WW1 despite the discrimination 

they experienced.  

• “Why would these 21 young Ngarrindjeri men want to fight for a country that didn’t give them 

equal rights?” 

• Summary of the rest of the podcast.  

Part 2 

• Background to Ngarrindjeri culture. 

• Description of a mural memorial for Ngarrindjeri Anzacs at Meningie, south of Adelaide.  

• Aunty Verna Koolmatrie explains her significant role in the Raukkan community.  

• The cultural significance of Raukkan for Ngarrindjeri. 

• The Ngarrindjeri were placed under control and lost the land they had been custodians of for 

1000s of years. 

• Displacement and destruction of Ngarrindjeri culture with the Pt McLeay Mission set up in 1859. 

• What life what like during early settlement for the Ngarrindjeri people on the Mission 

• Archival audio from the 2005 Anzac Day Ceremony with the voice of Uncle Major ‘Moogy’ 

Sumner AM. Uncle Moogy’s important work with his community and how he has been 

recognised. 

• How difficult life was for the Rigney brothers at the Mission.  

• Uncle Moogy challenges non-Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander listeners to consider how they 

would feel if the tables were turned, and they lost their land and freedom.  

Part 3 

• Uncle Frank Lampard OAM both a Ngarrindjeri and Kaurna elder and relative of the Rigney’s 

imagines what it would have been like for the Rigney brothers to find themselves in a battlefield. 

• Australian enlistment statistics 

• Why men chose to fight in a conflict so far from Australian shores. 

• Federal Government Defence Acts that restricted Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander service  

• The ‘Chief Protectorate of Aboriginees’ needed to give permission for Aboriginal and Torres 

Strait Islander men to enlist,  

• Biography of Cyril Rigney 

• Commemoration of Cyril Rigney at Menin Gate and description of the memorial. 

• Description of Cyril’s personal effects and war medals that were sent to his widow. 

• Cyril’s daughter Aileen was born after he left for war. 

• Uncle Major Moogy Sumner reflects on the loss of Cyril who was so young. 

• Cyril’s only child Aileen received a pension, but it was highly managed by authorities.  
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• Aileen grew to become a respected elder and was awarded an MBE. 

• Victor Koolmatrie, the great-great nephew of Rufus Rigney introduces himself. 

• Biography of Rufus Rigney. 

• Letter Rufus’s father received to explain where Rufus was buried. 

• The inscription on Rufus’s headstone – ‘He died to keep us free’. An interesting choice of words 

considering how Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people were treated.  

Part 4 

• Why did Ngarrindjeri men, including the Rigney Brothers enlist?  

• Uncle Frank Lampard, Aunty Verna Koolmatrie, Uncle Major ‘Moogy’ Sumner, Uncle Gary Oakley 

and Uncle Victor Wilson discuss why the Rigney brothers enlisted. 

• Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander service is becoming more recognised thanks to historians 

and the families of those who served. 

• Historian Rachel Caines has concluded that there is no one reason to explain why Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander men enlisted. 

• Many Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander men enlisted as a type of protest, as a form of 

resistance.  

• We may never know for sure why they enlisted but it is important that we remember their 

sacrifice. 

Part 5 

• Impact of the Rigney Brothers deaths their families 

• Ngarrindjeri traditional grieving process and generational trauma  

• Returning Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander soldiers were not recognised in the same way as 

non-Aboriginal veterans. 

• The Ngarrindjeri community looked after their returned servicemen with no support. 

• Being buried on Country is important to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people. 

• Five Ngarrindjeri men served and only one made it back home. 

• Spirit connection of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people why it is so important to be 

buried on Country. 

• The stakes were even higher for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander soldiers with the risk of 

death overseas, due to the strong connection with Country. 

• To be buried on Country brings peace. Even though this was so important to the Ngarrindjeri 

men who served, it did not stop them from enlisting. 

• Stained-glass windows installed in the Raukkan church to commemorate the four Ngarrindjeri 

men who died in WW1.  

Part 6 

• A group of students from Mt Barker visited Ngarrindjeri land in the early 2000’s becoming aware 

of the Ngarrindjeri Anzacs, realising for the first time that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

people fought in WW1.  

• A student had the idea to take some soil from Ngarrindjeri land to scatter on Rufus’s grave. 

• Archival audio from the 2004 ceremony in Belgium.  

• The school group took soil from Rufus’s grave to bring home to the Coorong. 

• Archival audio from the ceremony to scatter the soil from Rufus’s grave over the Coorong. 

• Discussion with Ngarrindjeri Elders about the importance of the ceremony at Raukkan. 
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• Mt Barker History teacher Julie Reece explains how her involvement with this experience 

changed her knowledge of WW1, and her understanding of Anzac legend mythology. 

• Victor Koolmatrie’s pride for both his Great, Great Uncles, the Rigney brothers, and how he 

gains strength from their memory. 

• Origins of ‘Connecting Spirits’. A trip to Europe in 2006 included a group of Ngarrindjeri who for 

the first time were able to commemorate their own in Belgium. 

• Victor danced a traditional Ngarrindjeri dance on Rufus’s grave.  

• Reflections about what it would have been like for the Rigney brother to be so far from home. 

• Recollections from people who were at the ceremony in Belgium and how it brought healing. 

• Archival audio of Victor speaking to Belgium media.  

• Connecting Spirits led to the recording of an album to commemorate the Ngarrindjeri soldiers. 

 

Part 7 

• Sounds of Menin Gate daily ceremony.  

• Connecting Spirits project has continued.  

• Archival audio of Uncle Frank Lampard reading the Ode of Remembrance at Menin Gate 

• Connecting Spirits aim is to deepen the understanding of wartime history  

• The legacy of Ngarrindjeri service is one of pride, equality and empowerment. 

• In 2013 Uncle Major ‘Moogy’ Sumner visited Belgium with his family completing the smoking 

ceremony at Rufus’s grave.  

• Victor Koolmatrie reflects that the 2006 commemoration ceremony changed his life. 

• Australians have now recognised and accepted that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

Australians enlisted, served and died in WW1 which challenges the dominant white Australian 

narrative. 

• Aunty Verna Koolmatrie’s pride for her uncles’ service. 

• Commemoration is alive in Australia, and it is a process that continues to grow and change as 

the Anzac story becomes more inclusive and more interesting.  

• We should remember not only Cyril and Rufus but all that served. The loss of what ‘could have 

been’ remains a heartache for every family of those who died in service. 

• In 2013 the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Memorial in Adelaide was unveiled  

• Performance of the song Uncle Victor Wilson wrote about his grandfather Cyril and the other 

Ngarrindjeri Anzacs.  

• The podcast ends with Uncle Victor Wilson and Victor Koolmatrie stating the podcast 

commemorates their relatives Cyril and Rufus Rigney.  

• May we remember well, always. 

• End credits 

 


